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AA.VV. / Campini, edited by Riccardo Bonato and Francesca: Una finestra sul mondo del lavoro
English. Inhaltliche Zusammenfassung: This volume’s purpose is making standards of basic employment law, accessible to everybody, even to non-lawyers. This book is part of the “Una finestra sul mondo del lavoro” project of University of Milano - Bicocca. The project is promoted by the Students’ Association of Bicocca and the Left Wing List. Within this project, graduate students of the Faculty of Law, practitioners and young lawyers specialized in employment law, have joined their skills to create a platform of labour law training for students. This book does not aim to academically and comprehensively treat these subjects; it is rather moved by the spirit of giving to all, non-lawyers as well, the ability to access the raw information to understand the regulation of their employment contract.
⇒ Ausführliche Angaben: HT020195229

H. Morrow, Richard / A. Ross, David / G. Smith, Peter: Dedication
English. Inhaltliche Zusammenfassung: Before new interventions can be used in disease control programmes, it is essential that they are carefully evaluated in “field trials”, which may be complex and expensive undertakings. Descriptions of the detailed procedures and methods used in trials that have been conducted in the past have generally not been published. As a consequence, those planning such trials have few guidelines available and little access to previously accumulated knowledge. In this book the practical issues of trial design and conduct are discussed fully and in sufficient detail for the text to be used as a “toolbox” by field investigators. The toolbox has now been extensively tested through use of the first two editions and this third edition is a comprehensive revision, incorporating the many developments that have taken place with respect to trials since 1996 and involving more than 30 contributors. Most of the chapters have been extensively revised and 7 new chapters have been added.
⇒ Ausführliche Angaben: HT020195326

https://doi.org/10.11647/OBP.0151: From Darkness to Light: Writers in Museums 1798-1898
museum lighting; exhibition spaces; America; Japan; Western Europe; nineteenth century; twentieth century. Inhaltliche Zusammenfassung: English.
⇒ Ausführliche Angaben: HT020195387

K., Gvozdeva K.; Korneeva T. ; Ospovat: Dramatic Experience
English. Inhaltliche Zusammenfassung: The authors explore the convergence of dramatic theory, theatrical practice, and various modes of audience experience that contributed to the emergence of ‘public sphere(s)’ across early modern Europe - and in Asia.
⇒ Ausführliche Angaben: HT020195255

T. Hurren, Elizabeth: Abbreviations
2016. 1 electronic resource (326 Pages). ISBN 9781137582485
English. Inhaltliche Zusammenfassung: Those convicted of homicide were hanged on the public gallows before being dissected under the Murder Act in Georgian England. Yet, from 1752, whether criminals actually died on the hanging tree or in the dissection room remained a medical mystery in early modern society. Dissecting the Criminal Corpse takes issue with the historical cliché of corpses dangling from the hangman’s rope in crime studies. Some convicted murderers did survive execution in early modern England. Establishing medical death in the heart-lungs-brain was a physical enigma. Criminals had large bull-necks, strong willpowers, and hearty survival instincts. Extreme hypothermia often disguised coma in a prisoner hanged in the winter cold. The youngest and fittest were capable of reviving on the dissection
Many died under the lancet. Capital legislation disguised a complex medical choreography that surgeons staged. They broke the Hippocratic Oath by executing the Dangerous Dead across England from 1752 until 1832.

⇒ Ausführliche Angaben: HT020195272

T. Hurren, Elizabeth: Bibliography
2016. 1 electronic resource (326 Pages). ISBN 9781137582485
English. Inhaltsliche Zusammenfassung: Those convicted of homicide were hanged on the public gallows before being dissected under the Murder Act in Georgian England. Yet, from 1752, whether criminals actually died on the hanging tree or in the dissection room remained a medical mystery in early modern society. Dissecting the Criminal Corpse takes issue with the historical cliche of corpses dangling from the hangman's rope in crime studies. Some convicted murderers did survive execution in early modern England. Establishing medical death in the heart-lungs-brain was a physical enigma. Criminals had large bull-necks, strong willpowers, and hearty survival instincts. Extreme hypothermia often disguised coma in a prisoner hanged in the winter cold. The youngest and fittest were capable of reviving on the dissection table. Many died under the lancet. Capital legislation disguised a complex medical choreography that surgeons staged. They broke the Hippocratic Oath by executing the Dangerous Dead across England from 1752 until 1832.

⇒ Ausführliche Angaben: HT020195270

T. Hurren, Elizabeth: Preface
2016. 1 electronic resource (326 Pages). ISBN 9781137582485
English. Inhaltsliche Zusammenfassung: Those convicted of homicide were hanged on the public gallows before being dissected under the Murder Act in Georgian England. Yet, from 1752, whether criminals actually died on the hanging tree or in the dissection room remained a medical mystery in early modern society. Dissecting the Criminal Corpse takes issue with the historical cliche of corpses dangling from the hangman's rope in crime studies. Some convicted murderers did survive execution in early modern England. Establishing medical death in the heart-lungs-brain was a physical enigma. Criminals had large bull-necks, strong willpowers, and hearty survival instincts. Extreme hypothermia often disguised coma in a prisoner hanged in the winter cold. The youngest and fittest were capable of reviving on the dissection table. Many died under the lancet. Capital legislation disguised a complex medical choreography that surgeons staged. They broke the Hippocratic Oath by executing the Dangerous Dead across England from 1752 until 1832.

⇒ Ausführliche Angaben: HT020195271

’t Hart, Paul / Mintrom, Michael / Luetjens, Joannah: Successful Public Policy
English. Inhaltsliche Zusammenfassung: In Australia and New Zealand, many public projects, programs and services perform well. But these cases are consistently underexposed and understudied. We cannot properly ‘see’-let alone recognise and explain-variations in government performance when media, political and academic discourses are saturated with accounts of their shortcomings and failures, but are next to silent on their achievements. Successful Public Policy: Lessons from Australia and New Zealand helps to turn that tide. It aims to reset the agenda for teaching, research and dialogue on public policy performance. This is done through a series of close-up, in-depth and carefully chosen case study accounts of the genesis and evolution of stand-out public policy achievements, across a range of sectors within Australia and New Zealand. Through these accounts, written by experts from both countries, we engage with the conceptual, methodological and theoretical challenges that have plagued extant research seeking to evaluate, explain and design successful public policy. Studies of public policy successes are rare—not just in Australia and New Zealand, but the world over. This book is embedded in a broader project exploring policy successes globally; its companion volume, Great Policy Successes (edited by Paul ’t Hart and Mallory Compton), is published by Oxford University Press (2019).

⇒ Ausführliche Angaben: HT020195439